
High Voltage and High Current 
Modular Scanning Matrix

For model: SC6540
 

SafetyCheCklist
 KeeP unqualified/unauthorized personnel away from test area

 arrange test stations in a safe and orderly manner

 neVer touch products or connections during a test

 StOP the test first in the event of a problem

 neVer perform a ground bond test on energized circuitry or equipment

 be Sure to always connect the return test lead first

 Handle test clips by insulation only, never touch clips directly

        WARNING: this GUiDe WAs CReAteD FOR 
OPeRAtORs hAViNG sOMe FAMiliARitY With

eleCtRiCAl sAFetY testiNG. AN eleCtRiCAl sAFetY
testeR PRODUCes VOltAGes AND CURReNts thAt
CAN CAUse hARMFUl OR FAtAl eleCtRiC shOCk.  
tO PReVeNt ACCiDeNtAl iNJURY OR DeAth, these
sAFetY PROCeDURes MUst Be stRiCtlY OBseRVeD
WheN hANDliNG AND UsiNG A test iNstRUMeNt.



frOntPANelCOntrOlS

1.

 1.  POWER INDICATOR: indicates the power has been turned ON.  For a 
sC6540 Master, this lights when the power switch on the rear panel of the 
unit is turned ON.  For a sC6540 slave, this lights when the power switch 
on the host instrument is turned ON.

 2.  MODULE TYPE INDICATOR: these leD’s indicate the type of module that 
is installed for the corresponding module slot.  if the red leD illuminates, it 
indicates that the installed module is a high Voltage/Continuity module. if 
the green leD illuminates, it indicates that the installed module is a Ground 
Bond module.

 3.    MODULE B CHANNEL STATUS INDICATORS: these leD’s indicate the status 
of each individual channel on Module B.  if the red leD illuminates, it 
indicates a high Voltage/Continuity current/Ground Bond channel.  if the 
green leD illuminates, it indicates a Return channel.

 4.  MODULE A CHANNEL STATUS INDICATORS: these leD’s indicate the status 
of each individual channel on Module A.  if the red leD illuminates, it 
indicates a high Voltage/Continuity current/Ground Bond channel.  if the 
green leD illuminates, it indicates a Return channel.



baCKPANelCOntrOlS

2.

 1.   SCANNER BUS INPUT: interconnect port for the control cable between the sC6540 
slave and an automated Associated Research, inc. electrical safety tester or sC6540 
master scanner.

 2.   SAFETY GROUND CONNECTOR: Must be connected to a known good ground 
system to ensure operator safety.

 3.   HIGH VOLTAGE INPUT: Connector for input of high voltage from the host instrument.

 4.   GROUND BOND OUTPUTS: Output channels for application of high current for 
Ground Bond tests.  these outputs are only available on sC6540 scanners that are 
configured with a Ground Bond Module.

 5.   SCANNER BUS OUTPUT: interconnect port for the control cable to another sC6540 
in a multiple sC6540 system.

 6.   ADDRESS SWITCHES: 8-pin DiP switch used to address the modules in a sC6540 
slave or used to configure the address of a sC6540 master.

 7.   CURRENT INPUT JACK: Connector used to attach the high current input lead or 
Continuity current input lead from the host instrument.

 8.   RETURN INPUT: Connector for the return of the host instrument with the sC6540.  
this connection provides the Return current path for the high Voltage, Ground Bond 
current, and Continuity current.

 9.   HIGH VOLTAGE OUTPUTS: eight individual output channels for high Voltage tests 
and Continuity tests.  these outputs are only available on sC6540 scanners that are 
configured with a high Voltage Module.

(slave scanner, hGs, Back Panel)



baCKPANelCOntrOlS

3.

 10.   BUS INTERFACE: standard connector for interconnection to the UsB/Rs-232 
Bus interface.  Optional ieee-488 interface or ethernet interface may be 
substituted for the UsB/Rs-232.

 11.   FUSE RECEPTACLE: to change the fuse, unplug the power (mains) cord and turn 
the fuse receptacle counter-clockwise. the fuse compartment will be exposed. 
Please replace the fuse with one of the proper rating.

 12.     INPUT POWER RECEPTACLE: standard ieC 320 connector for a standard 
NeMA style line power (mains) cord.

 13.   POWER SWITCH: Rocker style power switch with international ON ( | ) and 
OFF (0) markings.

 14.   INPUT VOLTAGE SWITCH: line voltage selection is set by the position of the 
switch. in the “left” position it is set for 110–120 volt operation, in the “right” 
position it is set for 220–240 volt operation.

(Master scanner, hGM, Back Panel)



4.

SCannIngCONFiGURAtiONs

the sC6540 is available in two basic configurations according to how it sends and/
or receives data: a master and a slave. A master scanner can only be controlled 
remotely via a PC. A slave scanner can be controlled locally by an Associated 
Research, inc. testing instrument or by a master scanner. 

Master 
A master scanner communicates directly with a PC via a UsB/Rs-232 (standard), 
GPiB interface, or ethernet. this model receives control information from a PC and can 
also deliver instructions to up to four additional slave scanners. A master scanner can 
be distinguished by its power module located on the upper left side of the rear panel.

Power Module

Input Control bus

Slave
A slave scanner only receives data. the data that the slave receives can come from 
a master scanner (remote control) or directly from an Associated Research, inc. 
instrument (local control). A slave scanner can be distinguished by its input control 
bus located on the upper left side of the rear panel.



5.

baCKPANelCOnfIguratIOnS

the modular design allows for a variety of configurations.  in addition to master or slave 
configurations, the scanners can also be set-up with the following configurations: 8 or 16 
high Voltage testing channels, 8 high Voltage and Ground Bond testing channels, and 8 
or 16 Ground Bond testing channels.

Model SC6540 HNM
8 Channel high Voltage scanner                                       

Model SC6540 HGM
8 Channel high Voltage scanner
8 Channel high Current scanner

Model SC6540 GGM
16 Channel high Current scanner

the different configurations (shown right) 
are indicated by the following alpha 
designators.

M = Master scanner
H = 8 high Voltage Channels
HH = 16 high Voltage Channels
G = 8 Ground Bond Channels 
GG = 16 Ground Bond Channels
N = empty Module
S = slave

*Also available in slave configurations

Model SC6540 HHM
16 Channel high Voltage scanner                                      

Model SC6540 GNM
8 Channel high Current scanner



COnneCtIOnS

6.

        WARNING: UNDeR CeRtAiN CONDitiONs hiGh VOltAGe CAN APPeAR ON the 
CABiNet OF the sC6540. the GROUND teRMiNAl ON the ReAR PANel OF the sC6540 
MUst Be CONNeCteD tO A GOOD eARth GROUND tO eNsURe OPeRAtOR sAFetY.

        CAUTION: MUltiPle hiGh VOltAGe OR CONtiNUitY CURReNt ChANNels CAN Be 
set tO ACtiVAte siMUltANeOUslY. hOWeVeR, WheN CONFiGUReD this WAY the 
sC6540 CANNOt PROViDe AN iNDiCAtiON OF WhiCh OUtPUt DeteCteD FAilURe. 
theReFORe, eACh iteM OR test POiNt WOUlD AGAiN hAVe tO Be Re-testeD 
iNDiViDUAllY iF the OPeRAtOR NeeDs tO DeteRMiNe the exACt POiNt OF FAilURe.

OPERATING THE SC6540 WITH HYPOTULTRA III

to PC

38592
Scanner buS Cable

HS-8-12

HS-8-12

HS-8-11

HS-8-11

HS-8-11

HS-8-11

(hypotUltRA iii and sC6540 Master)

(hypotUltRA iii and sC6540 slave)
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COnneCtIOnS
OPERATING THE SC6540 WITH HYPOTULTRA III (continued)

SETUP

the sC6540 scanner channels can be set as high (h) for high Voltage or Continuity 
testing output, low (l) for the Return connection, or Open (O) for OFF.  Channel 
setup is done using the hypotUltRA iii menu or accompanying automation software.  
For information on sC6540 setup through Associated Research, inc.’s Autoware 
Automation software, consult the Autoware 7600 manual.  

the following setup procedure will refer to setup through the hypotUltRA iii setup 
menu: From the test Parameter Review screen (ACW, DCW, CONt, or iR) you can 
scroll to find the scanner settings. Below is an example of the ACW Withstand test 
Parameter Review screen.

the above menu shows a hypotUltRA iii with 16 scanner channels (8 internal and 
8 external). the “scanner” parameter in the menu pertains to an internal 8-channel 
scanner and the “ex scanner” parameter pertains to an 8-channel high Voltage 
sC6540 scanner.

NOTE:  The HypotULTRA III can only control up to one external 8-channel scanner (model HN). To 
control more than 8 external channels, automation software must be used.

Navigate the setup test Parameters screen using the arrow keys located on the right 
side of the hypotUltRA iii lCD and select the “edit” soft key to modify the scanner 
channels.

After pressing the “edit” soft key, the hypotUltRA iii will display the scanner settings 
edit screen. Using the four soft keys located next to the hypotUltRA lCD, set the 8 
channels of the scanner to one of three different states:

H (high) – high voltage output channel for a high Voltage test or current output for a 
Continuity test.

L (low) – high voltage return channel for a high Voltage test or a current return for a 
Continuity test.

O (Open) – Channel is neither an output nor a return.



8.

COnneCtIOnS
OPERATING THE SC6540 WITH HYPOTULTRA III (continued)

OPERATION

Once the sC6540 is incorporated into a test system, it will act as an extension of the 
hypotUltRA iii. the outputs will only activate while a test is being performed, and 
will deactivate when the test is not running. When a failure is detected, the test will 
stop, the output will be deactivated and the hypotUltRA iii will give a visual and 
audible indication of failure. if steps were connected in sequence, the hypotUltRA iii  
will indicate a failure once it reaches the output that is connected to the defective 
device. the sC6540 will not continue to test the other outputs until the Reset button 
is pressed, the defective item is removed, and the test switch is pressed once again. 
the sC6540 will then begin to test from the first step in the program.

Slave Scanner Power
Once the sC6540 slave is connected to hypotUltRA iii, the “power on” leD will light 
as soon as the power switch of the hypotUltRA iii is turned on.

Master Scanner Power
the sC6540 master is powered on by putting the switch on the rear panel of the unit 
in the ON position. the sC6540 scanner channels will activate when the test signal 
is sent via a PC.

LED Indicators
During a test, individual leD indicators for each output indicate whether the output 
is set as high, low or Open. if the channel is set as a high Voltage Output or 
Continuity Current Output, the red leD will light. if the channel is set as Return, the 
green leD will light. if the high Voltage channel is set to Open, no leD will light.



9.

COnneCtIOnS
OPERATING THE SC6540 WITH OMNIA 8100 SERIES

GROUND BOND CONNECTIONS

the rear panel of the sC6540 can include up to sixteen output terminals for Ground Bond 
testing if this configuration is selected at the time of purchase. *We recommend using 
standard 12 gauge wire for operation at 30 amps and 10 gauge wire for 40 amps.

the wires should be attached using the hook-style crimp lugs provided, to minimize 
connection resistance. the kelvin connection of an Associated Research, inc. Ground Bond 
tester will end at the Ground Bond input terminals of the sC6540 scanner. For this reason, 
the wire lengths going from the sC6540 high Current outputs and the high Current Return 
should be kept as short as possible to limit the effect of test lead resistance.

to PC
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COnneCtIOnS
OPERATING THE SC6540 WITH OMNIA 8100 SERIES (continued)

SETUP

the sC6540 scanner channels can be set as high (h) for high voltage. the Ground Bond/
Continuity channels can only be used to test from one channel to the common Return. Only 
one channel may be used for each Ground Bond/Continuity test.  the Ground Bond or 
Continuity test will ber performed between the output channel selected and the Ground 
Bond common terminal.

the following setup procedure will refer to setup through the OMNiA setup menu: if you 
are in the setup test Parameters screen (ACW, DCW, iR, Ground Bond or Continuity), you 
will find the scanner settings. Below is an example of the ACW Withstand test setup Menu.

the above menu shows an OMNiA connected to a 16-channel scanner configuration. 
this configuration can be one external 16-channel scanner (8 high voltage ports and 
8 high current ports), or two external 8-channel scanners. With two external 8-channel 
scanners, one scanner should be connected to the scanner 1 connector on the rear panel 
of the OMNiA and the second scanner should be connected to the scanner 2 connector 
on the rear panel of the OMNiA.

 NOTE:  Each Scanner port on the rear panel of the OMNIA can only control 8 channels of each 
type (HV or HC) at a time, which makes it possible to control a maximum total of 16 possible 
external Scanner channels. To control more than 16 external channels, automation software 
must be used along with a SC6540 Master and a PC.

Navigate the test setup screen using the arrow keys located on the OMNiA keypad until 
you reach the scanner setup parameters. the scanner channels can be set using the 
“scanner select” soft key located to the right of the lCD display. the scanner channels 
can be set to one of three different states:

H (high) – high voltage output channel for a high Voltage test or current output for a 
Ground Bond or Continuity test.

L (low) – high voltage return channel for a high Voltage test or a current return for a 
Ground Bond or Continuity test.

O (Open) – Channel is neither an output nor a return.
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COnneCtIOnS
OPERATING THE SC6540 WITH OMNIA 8100 SERIES (continued)

OPERATION

Once the sC6540 is incorporated into a test system, it will act as an extension of 
the OMNiA. the outputs will only activate while a test is being performed, and 
will deactivate when the test is not running. When a failure is detected, the test will 
stop, the output will be deactivated and the OMNiA will give a visual and audible 
indication of failure. if steps were connected in sequence, the OMNiA will indicate 
a failure once it reaches the output that is connected to the defective device. the 
sC6540 will not continue to test the other outputs until the Reset button is pressed, 
the defective item is removed, and the test switch is pressed once again. the 
sC6540 will then begin to test from the first step in the program.

Slave Scanner Power
Once the sC6540 slave is connected to the OMNiA, the “power on” leD will light as 
soon as the power switch of the OMNiA is turned on.

Master Scanner Power
the sC6540 master is powered on by putting the switch on the rear panel of the unit 
in the ON position.

LED Indicators
the two leftmost leDs for Module A and Module B indicate the type of module that 
has been installed. if the Red leD is illuminated there is a high Voltage module 
present. if the Green leD is illuminated there is a Ground Bond module present. 
During a test, individual leD indicators for each output indicate whether the output 
is set as high, low or Open. if the channel is set as a high Voltage Output, Ground 
Bond Output or Continuity Current Output, the red leD will light.  if the channel is set 
as Return, the green leD will light. if the high Voltage channel is set to Open, no leD 
will light.
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COnneCtIOnS
OPERATING THE SC6540 WITH OMNIA II 8204

GROUND BOND CONNECTIONS

the rear panel of the sC6540 can include up to sixteen output terminals for Ground Bond 
testing if this configuration is selected at the time of purchase. *We recommend using 
standard 12 gauge wire for operation at 30 amps and 10 gauge wire for 40 amps.

the wires should be attached using the hook-style crimp lugs provided, to minimize 
connection resistance. the kelvin connection of an Associated Research, inc. Ground Bond 
tester will end at the Ground Bond input terminals of the sC6540 scanner. For this reason, 
the wire lengths going from the sC6540 high Current outputs and the high Current Return 
should be kept as short as possible to limit the effect of test lead resistance.

(OMNiA ii 8204 and sC6540 slave)

(OMNiA ii 8204 and sC6540 Master)
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13.

COnneCtIOnS
OPERATING THE SC6540 WITH OMNIA II 8204 (continued)

SETUP

the sC6540 scanner channels can be set as high (h) for high Voltage or Continuity testing 
output.  low (l) for the Return connection, or Open (O) for OFF.  Channel setup is done 
using the OMNiA ii menu or accompanying automation software.  For information on the 
sC6540 setup through Associated Research, inc.’s Autoware Automation software, consult 
the Autoware manual.

the following setup procedure will refer to setup through the OMNiA ii setup menu: if you 
are in the setup test Parameters screen (ACW, DCW, iR, Ground Bond or Continuity), you 
will find the scanner settings. Below is an example of the ACW Withstand test setup Menu.

the above menu shows an OMNiA ii connected to a 16-channel scanner configuration. 
this configuration can be one external 16-channel scanner (8 high voltage ports and 
8 high current ports), or two external 8-channel scanners. With two external 8-channel 
scanners, one scanner should be connected to the scanner 1 connector on the rear panel 
of OMNiA ii and the second scanner should be connected to the scanner 2 connector on 
the rear panel of OMNiA ii.

NOTE:  Each Scanner port on the rear panel of the OMNIA II can only control 8 channels of 
each type (HV or HC) at a time, which makes it possible to control a maximum total 
of 16 possible external Scanner channels. To control more than 16 external channels, 
automation software must be used along with a SC6540 Master and a PC.

Navigate the test setup screen using the arrow keys located on the OMNiA ii keypad 
until you reach the scanner setup parameters. the scanner channels can be set using the 
“scanner select” soft key located to the right of the lCD display. the scanner channels can 
be set to one of three different states:

H (high) – high voltage output channel for a high Voltage test or current output for a 
Ground Bond or Continuity test.

L (low) – high voltage return channel for a high Voltage test or a current return for a 
Ground Bond or Continuity test.

O (Open) – Channel is neither an output nor a return.
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COnneCtIOnS
OPERATING THE SC6540 WITH OMNIA II 8204 (continued)

OPERATION

Once the sC6540 is incorporated into a test system, it will act as an extension of 
the OMNiA ii. the outputs will only activate while a test is being performed, and 
will deactivate when the test is not running. When a failure is detected, the test will 
stop, the output will be deactivated and the OMNiA ii will give a visual and audible 
indication of failure. if steps were connected in sequence, the OMNiA ii will indicate 
a failure once it reaches the output that is connected to the defective device. the 
sC6540 will not continue to test the other outputs until the Reset button is pressed, 
the defective item is removed, and the test switch is pressed once again. the 
sC6540 will then begin to test from the first step in the program.

Slave Scanner Power
Once the sC6540 slave is connected to the OMNiA ii, the “power on” leD will light 
as soon as the power switch of the OMNiA ii is turned on.

Master Scanner Power
the sC6540 master is powered on by putting the switch on the rear panel of the unit 
in the ON position.

LED Indicators
the two leftmost leDs for Module A and Module B indicate the type of module that 
has been installed. if the Red leD is illuminated there is a high Voltage module 
present. if the Green leD is illuminated there is a Ground Bond module present. 
During a test, individual leD indicators for each output indicate whether the output 
is set as high, low or Open. if the channel is set as a high Voltage Output, Ground 
Bond Output or Continuity Current Output, the red leD will light.  if the channel is set 
as Return, the green leD will light. if the high Voltage channel is set to Open, no leD 
will light.



COnneCtIOnS
OPERATING THE SC6540 WITH THE LINECHEK II 620L

SETUP
this option allows the 620l to be connected to an Associated Research sC6540 Modular 
scanning Matrix, model hN. With this option installed and a scanner connected to the 
scanner control bus on the rear of the instrument, the 620l and accompanying scanner 
can be used for multi-point line leakage testing. the 620l will provide power and all 
necessary signals to the corresponding scanner inputs.

in order to connect the scanner to the 620l, four (4) connections must be made. Connect 
the scanner control bus from the scanner output on the rear panel of the 620l to the 
input on the rear panel of the scanner using the included communications cable (38592). 
Connect the Probe-hi output on the panel of the instrument to the Current input on the panel 
of the scanner. Connect the Probe-lO output on the panel of the instrument to the Return 
input on the panel of the scanner. Finally, plug the DUt into the universal adaptor box.

OPERATION
Within the line leakage edit screen, the “scanner select” parameter (soft key) will 
automatically appear when highlighted cursor moves to the scanner setup area using the 
Up and Down Arrow keys or enter key. Press the “scanner select” soft key to toggle the 
scanner channel between H (high), L (low), or O (off). Press the left and Right Arrow keys 
to move the highlighted cursor to the corresponding scanner channel. setting a channel to 
h will connect the Probe-hi of the 620l to the corresponding scanner channel. setting a 
channel to l will connect the Probe-lO of the 620l to the corresponding scanner channel

the operator may set the scanner on a test-by test basis. For example, for test step 01, the 
operator may set each of the scanner channels in a particular configuration. For test step 
02, the operator may wish to change the configuration of each scanner channel.

For additional information about these and other key features of the sC6540, please consult the full Operation 
and service Manual or call us toll-free 1-800-858-test (8378) or +1-847-367-4077
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P-lO to return


